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Some Results on Basic Parallel ProcessesRichard Mayr�TU M�unchenyAbstractBasic Parallel Processes (BPP) are a very natural subclass of the class of CCSprocesses. They are a simple model for the description of in�nite state concurrentsystems. BPPs are closely related to communication-free Petri nets, a special classof labeled Petri nets, where every transition has exactly one place in its preset.Unlike for general Petri nets, it is decidable if a BPP and a �nite state labeledtransition system are weakly bisimulation equivalent. This is the �rst time thatweak bisimulation equivalence to a �nite state labeled transition system is proveddecidable for a non-trivial model of in�nite state concurrent systems.While language equivalence is undecidable for communication-free nets and sofar only non-primitive recursive algorithms exist for deciding strong bisimulationequivalence, in the subcase of one-to-one labeled communication-free nets the strongbisimulation/language equivalence problem is decidable in polynomial time.For communication-free nets a model checking problem for a weak branchingtime temporal logic is shown to be PSPACE-complete. Moreover, subproblems ofthis model checking problem for communication-free nets are complete for the n-thorder of the polynomial time hierarchy.Keywords: Basic Parallel Processes, communication-free Petri nets, bisimulation, modelchecking.1 IntroductionFinite state concurrent systems have been extensively studied within the theory of processcalculi, often by making use of results from standard formal language theory. For thesesystems all standard behavioral equivalences are decidable, so many automated toolshave been designed for their analysis.Recently, questions regarding the decidability of process equivalences on several classesof in�nite state systems have been studied. As a well-known theorem from formal lan-guage theory states that language equivalence is undecidable even for context-free pro-cesses [5], stronger notions of equivalence are regarded. These stronger equivalences aredesigned to take into account the notions of deadlock, livelock and causality. As all the�Research supported by \Graduiertenkolleg Kooperation und Ressourcenmanagement in verteiltenSystemen", TU M�unchenyAddress: Institut f�ur Informatik, Technische Universit�at M�unchen, Arcisstr. 21, D-80290 M�unchen,Germany; e-mail: mayrri@informatik.tu-muenchen.de1



standard behavioral equivalences except strong bisimulation equivalence are undecidableover context-free processes [4], while strong bisimulation equivalence is in fact decidablefor context-free processes [9], bisimulation equivalence has become a central notion inconcurrency theory. Therefore it is an important question for which classes of processesit is decidable whether two processes are bisimulation equivalent and if there is a decisionprocedure which is e�cient.One of the most common languages for describing parallel processes is the Calculus ofCommunicating Systems (CCS) introduced by Milner [8]. In CCS processes are built froma set of atomic actions by the operations of action pre�x, sequential composition, parallelcomposition, nondeterministic choice and process synchronization. There are some verynatural subsets of CCS: the Basic Parallel Processes (BBP) that are built by the opera-tions of nondeterministic choice and parallel composition and the Basic Process Algebra(BPA) whose operations are nondeterministic choice and sequential composition. The el-ements of the BPA are called context free processes, because they correspond naturally tocontext free grammars. Basic Parallel Processes correspond to communication-free nets,which are the Petri nets where every transition has exactly one place in its preset and thearc from this place to the transition is labeled by 1. A special case of BPP/BPA are thenormed BPP/BPA, which are exactly the BPP/BPA-processes that in every reachablestate have at least one terminating computation. In the process algebra PA, which is asuperset of BPA and BPP, process terms are built by nondeterministic choice, sequentialcomposition and parallel composition.While bisimulation equivalence is known to be undecidable for CCS [8], it is decidablefor BPP and BPA [12]. It is an open problem whether it is decidable for PA. For thedeterministic case bisimulation equivalence coincides with language equivalence. In thenondeterministic case language equivalence is undecidable for all these process algebras[12].There are other important equivalences which respect the intuition that actions ofinternal communication should not be externally observable. These are weak bisimula-tion equivalence and weak bisimulation congruence [8]. All these equivalences de�ne asemantics for the processes. Although BPPs are a model for in�nite state concurrentsystems it is possible that a BPP is semantically equivalent to a �nite state system. Sec-tion 3 contains a decidability result for this problem for the case of weak bisimulationequivalence.In section 2 process algebras, labeled transition systems and Basic Parallel Processesare de�ned and the notion of strong and weak bisimulation equivalence is motivated. Sec-tion 3 describes an algorithm that decides if a given BPP and a �nite state labeled transi-tion system are weakly bisimulation equivalent. In section 4 a polynomial time algorithmis described that decides if two one-to-one labeled communication-free nets are stronglybisimulation equivalent. In section 5 it is shown that model checking communication-freenets with a weak branching time temporal logic is a PSPACE-complete problem. Thepaper closes with some remarks on open problems and on related work.
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2 Preliminaries2.1 Strong and weak bisimulationThe following notions of labeled transition system (for short: LTS), strong and weakbisimulation are important for the de�nition of the semantics of Petri nets and processalgebras.De�nition 2.1 A labeled transition system T over a set of Actions Act consists of a(possibly in�nite) set of states S and a binary relation a!� S �S for each a 2 Act . Thesystem is called rooted if it has a distinguished initial state s0 2 S . A path of T is eitheran in�nite sequence s1 a1! s2 a2! s3 : : : or a �nite sequence s1 a1! : : : an�1! sn such that snhas no successors. A run is a path that starts at the initial state. The language of arooted LTS T is the set of all �nite and in�nite sequences of actions obtained from theruns of T.De�nition 2.2 A binary relation R over the states of an LTS is a strong bisimulation(often simply called bisimulation) i�8s1; s2 2 S s.t.s1Rs2 8a 2 Act : (s1 a! s 01 ) 9s2 a! s 02: s 01Rs 02) ^(s2 a! s 02 ) 9s1 a! s 01: s 01Rs 02)Two states s1 and s2 are strongly bisimulation equivalent if there is a strong bisimulationRsuch that s1Rs2. This de�nition can be extended to states in di�erent transition systemsby putting them `side by side' and considering them as a single transition system. Itis not di�cult to see that there always exists a largest strong bisimulation which is anequivalence relation and is called strong bisimulation equivalence. It is denoted by�. There is another elegant characterization: Let �a(s) := fs 0 j s a! s 0g. An equivalencerelation R on S is a strong bisimulation i�8s 2 S 8a 2 Act : �a([s]R) � [�a(s)]RIn process algebras processes are described by process terms. There are syntacticalde�nitions of how these terms are built from a set of atomic actions and some opera-tors. The dynamical behavior of the processes is described by transition rules of the formt a! t 0, where t and t 0 are processes and a is an atomic action. Basically this means thatprocess t can perform the action a and become t 0. So a process expression determinesa labeled transition system (LTS) whose states are labeled with process expressions andwhose arcs are labeled with atomic actions. The semantics of the processes is given byde�ning an equivalence relation over the term algebra. The equivalence classes then rep-resent the intended processes. It follows that the dynamical rules describe unambiguouslythe dynamics of the quotient algebra, only if the chosen equivalence on the term algebrais a bisimulation. This is a main reason why bisimulation equivalence is the preferredchoice for process equivalence.However strong bisimulation equivalence is sometimes to strict. Processes can containsilent internal actions (labeled by � ) which should not be externally visible. Thereforeanother equivalence called weak bisimulation equivalence is de�ned that treats these � -actions accordingly. 3



De�nition 2.3 Let a):= ( �!)� a! ( �!)� for every a 2 Act andâ):= ( a); if a 6= �( �!)�; if a = �A binary relation R over the states of an LTS is a weak bisimulation if8s1; s2 2 S s.t.s1Rs2 8a 2 Act : (s1 a! s 01 ) 9s2 â) s 02: s 01Rs 02) ^(s2 a! s 02 ) 9s1 â) s 01: s 01Rs 02)Two states s1 and s2 are weakly bisimulation equivalent if there is a weak bisimulationR such that s1Rs2. Again this can be extended to states in di�erent transition systems.There always exists a largest weak bisimulation which is an equivalence relation and iscalled weak bisimulation equivalence. It is denoted by �. It is clear that ��� forevery LTS.2.2 Bisimulation gamesAnother approach to bisimulation is via bisimulation games. A game consists of a triple(T ; s1; s2), where T is an LTS and s1; s2 are states, and two players A (Attacker) andD (Defender). It is the aim of player A to prove that s1 and s2 are not bisimulationequivalent, while player D attempts to frustrate this. A turn in the game goes like this:1. Player A chooses an i 2 f1; 2g, an action a and a move si a! s 0i . If it is impossibleto make any move in s1 or s2 then player D wins.2. Then player D takes the j 2 f1; 2g s.t. i 6= j and tries to imitate the move, i.e.�nd a s 0j s.t. sj a! s 0j . If this is impossible then player A wins.After this turn the resulting state is (T ; s 01; s 02). Player D is the winner of any in�nitegame.s1 and s2 are strongly bisimulation equivalent up to n if there is a strategy for playerD to defend (i.e. prevent player A from winning) for at least n turns. This is denotedas s1 �n s2. It is easy to see that �n is an equivalence relation for every n 2 IN. If thegraph of T is �nitely branching, then s1 � s2 , 8n 2 IN:s1 �n s2, because in this case�= T1n=1 �n.Weak bisimulation up to n (denoted by �n) is de�ned in the same way, except thatplayer D makes moves sj â) s 0j instead of sj a! s 0j . It follows immediately that �n��n.Unlike for strong bisimulation the relation �n is not an equivalence relation in general.Also �6= T1n=1 �n, because T1n=1 �n 6� �. The other inclusion �� T1n=1 �n holdshowever.2.3 Basic Parallel ProcessesThe Basic Parallel Processes (BPP) were introduced by Christensen in his Ph.D. dis-sertation [1] as a very natural subclass of the class of CCS processes [8]. They area simple model of in�nite state concurrent systems. Assume a countably in�nite setof atomic actions Act = fa; b; c; : : :g and a countably in�nite set of process variables4



Var = fX ;Y ;Z ; : : :g. The class of BPP expressions is de�ned by the following abstractsyntax [1, 10]: E ::= 0 inactionX process variableaE action pre�xE + E choiceEkE merge (parallel composition)�; �; ; : : : denote merges of process variables. A BPP is de�ned by a family of recursiveequations fXi := Ei j 1 � i � ngwhere the Xi are distinct and the Ei are BPP expressions at most containing the variablesfX1; : : : ;Xng. It will be assumed that every variable occurrence in the Ei is guarded, i.e.appears within the scope of an action pre�x. The variable X1 is singled out as theleading variable and and X1 = E1 is called the leading equation. Any �nite family ofBPP equations determines a labeled transition system. For every a 2 Act the transitionrelation a! is the least relation satisfying the following inference rules:aE a! E E a! E 0E + F a! E 0 E a! E 0EkF a! E 0kF E a! E 0X a! E 0 (X := E ) F a! F 0E + F a! F 0 F a! F 0EkF a! EkF 0Remark 2.4 BPP processes generate �nitely branching transition graphs, i.e. fF j E a!Fg is �nite for each E and a. This would not be true if unguarded expressions were al-lowed. For example, the process X := a+akX generates an in�nitely branching transitiongraph.A BPP is in normal form, if every expression Ei at the right hand side of an equation isof the form a1�1+ : : :+ an�n . It is shown in [1] that every BPP is strongly bisimulationequivalent to a BPP in normal form (i.e. the leading variables are strongly bisimulationequivalent).De�nition 2.5 A Basic Parallel Process Algebra is described by a pair hdVar ;�i, wheredVar := fXm11 � � �Xmnn j m1; : : : ;mn 2 INgis the commutative algebra generated by Var , whose elements are �nite multisets ofprocess variables. Such a multiset represents a BPP in normal form and the multisetunion corresponds to the merge operator. � is a set of transition rules of the formX a! �,where � 2 dVar . These transition rules are constructed from the de�ning equations. Forevery de�nition X := a1�1 + : : : + an�n transition rules X a! �1; : : : ;X a! �n areintroduced. These rules determine a more general transition relation byX� a! ��if X a! � is a transition rule.So a BPP in normal form can be translated into a labeled Petri net by introducinga place for each process variable and a transition for each transition rule. For a ruleX a! Y m11 � � �Y mnn introduce a transition t labeled by a, an arc labeled with 1 leading5



from place X to t and arcs labeled by ni leading from t to places Yi . It is important tonote that in these nets every transition has exactly one input place with an arc labeledby 1. Such Petri nets will be called communication-free nets. Communication-free netswill be denoted by N and their markings by �. Translating a communication-free net Nback into a BPP-algebra is analogous. Any marking � of N can then be translated intoa BPP in this algebra. So there is a one-to-one correspondence between BPP-algebrasand communication-free nets, as well as between elements of the algebra and markingsof the net. Therefore they can be used interchangeably.For labeled Petri nets there is a labeling function L : T ! Act that assigns actionsto the transitions. The labeling function L is extended to sequences of transitions in thestandard way. If a sequence of transitions � is �rable at a marking � and leads to a newmarking �0 this is denoted by � �! �0. A sequence �0 is called a subsequence of � if itsParikh-vector is smaller (componentwise) than the one of �. In this case � is called asupersequence of �0.De�nition 2.6 For a Petri net N = (S ;T ;W ) withW : T �S [S �T ! IN the subnetgenerated by a subset of places S 0 � S is de�ned as the netN 0 := (S 0; �S 0 [ S 0�;Wj(�S 0�S 0[S 0�S 0 �))The de�nition of a subnet generated by a subset of transitions T 0 � T is analogous.3 Weak bisimulation equivalence between a BPPand a �nite state labeled transition systemJan�car [7] proved that strong bisimulation equivalence is undecidable for general Petrinets, while Milner [8] showed that it is undecidable for CCS. It is however decidable,if a Petri net is strongly bisimulation equivalent to a �nite state LTS [6, 7]. For BPPthe decidability of strong bisimulation equivalence was proved by Hirshfeld, Christensenand Moller [10]. The subclass of normed BPP consists of those BPP which in everyreachable state have a terminating computation. For normed context free processesstrong bisimulation equivalence is decidable in polynomial time [12]. Also for normedBPP strong bisimulation equivalence is decidable in polynomial time [11]. On the otherhand language equivalence is undecidable for BPP [12].All these equivalence relations de�ne a semantics for the processes. A process withan in�nite state space can still be semantically equivalent to a �nite state process. Thequestion is now for which models of in�nite state concurrent systems and which seman-tic equivalences it is decidable if an in�nite state process and a �nite state system areequivalent. It is clear that if strong bisimulation equivalence is undecidable for a system,then weak bisimulation equivalence is undecidable as well. Although it is decidable if ageneral Petri net is strongly bisimulation equivalent to a �nite state LTS [6], the sameproblem is undecidable for weak bisimulation equivalence [7]. It will be shown now thatit is decidable if a BPP and a �nite state LTS are weakly bisimulation equivalent.First recall a general lemma that is very useful for decidability problems about Petrinets.Lemma 3.1 (Dickson's lemma) Given an in�nite sequence of vectors M1;M2;M3; : : :in INk there are i < j s.t. Mi �Mj (� taken componentwise).6



Unlike for CCS, weak bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for BPP.Lemma 3.2 Weak bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for BPP, i.e. � � � )� � �.Lemma 3.3 Let R be an LTS with m states. Let r1; r2 2 R be states of R. Thenr1 � r2 , r1 �m2�m r2Proof As R has a �nite number of states the relation â) is �nitely branching for anya 2 Act . Therefore r1 � r2 , 8n 2 IN:r1 �n r2. So if r1 6� r2 then there must be ani 2 IN and a strategy for player A, such that he can win every bisimulation game in � isteps. A bisimulation game is described by a sequence of pairs (r ; r 0) 2 R � R. Thereare at most m2 �m di�erent such pairs (r ; r 0) with r 6= r 0. So there must be such an iwith i � m2�m, and therefore r1 6� r2 ) r1 6�m2�m r2. The other direction is trivial. 2De�nition 3.4 The size of a communication-free net N = (S ;T ;W ) is the space neededto describe it. This means that if n is the size of N then N has � n places (jS j � n), � ntransitions (jT j � n) and 8t 2 T 8s 2 S :W (t ; s) � 2n , where W is the weight functionthat assigns weights to the arcs in the net. The size of a marking of the net is de�nedas the number of tokens. The size of a BPP-algebra is the size of the correspondingcommunication-free net. The size of a BPP is the size of the corresponding marking ofthe communication-free net.De�nition 3.5 In a communication-free net tokens can move freely through the net,because every transition has only one place in its preset and the arc leading from thisplace to the transition is labeled by 1. When a transition �res it takes a token formthe place in its preset and puts some tokens on the places in its postset. One can freelychoose any of these tokens and call it the continuation of the original token. All theothers will be called spin-o�s. Assume a �ring sequence �. A subsequence �0 of � thatdoes nothing but move a token back to its original place, generating some spin-o�s on theway is called a cycle. When a cycle is possible it can be repeated an arbitrary numberof times, because the resulting marking is bigger than the original one. A cycle does notchange a marking, except that it generates some new tokens (the spin-o�s).Lemma 3.6 Let (N ;�) be a communication-free net with marking �. Let n be the sizeof the net N and x the number of tokens in �. Let � be a �ring sequence starting in �and not containing any cycle �0 as subsequence. Then length(�) � x 2n2�n�12n�1 .Proof Any non-cyclic path in N has a length of at most n � 1. As there are no cyclesa token can move at most n � 1 steps. The �ring of a transition increases the number oftokens in the net by at most 2n � 1. So the sequence � has a maximal length ofn�2Xi=0 x � (2n)i = x 1� (2n)n�11 � 2n = x 2n2�n � 12n � 1 27



De�nition 3.7 Let N be a Petri net and S the set of its places. For every x 2 IN therelation �x on the set of markings of N is de�ned by� �x �0 :, � � �0 ^8s 2 S : �(s) 6= �0(s)) �(s) � xFor every x the relation �x is a partial order.Lemma 3.8 Let N be a communication-free net with n places and two markings �1 and�2 such that �1 �x �2 for an x � n. Then for any sequence �2 �! �02 s.t. L(�) 2 � �a� �there is a subsequence �0 s.t. L(�0) 2 � �a� �, �1 �0! �01 and �01 �[x=n] �02.Proof The only di�erence between � and the subsequence �0 are the moves of tokensstarting in places s s.t. �1(s) 6= �2(s). For such places �1(s) � x . By a sequence of� -moves in � a token starting in s is either moved to a place s 0 (possibly doing cycles onthe way, and generating spin-o�s) or �nally vanishes (by a transition that has no placesin its postset). In �0 some, but not necessarily all (at most [x=n]) of these moves areimitated. As �1(s) � x there are enough tokens to move up to [x=n] tokens to any places 0 reachable from s, if necessary. If �02(s) � [x=n] then keep [x=n] tokens on s, otherwisemove further tokens away, s.t. �02(s) = �01(s). All the cycles in � are imitated in �0. Thisis no problem, since cycles just generate new tokens. The single a-move is also imitated.So one gets a �01 that on any place either has the same number of tokens as �02, or atleast [x=n]. Thus �01 �[x=n] �02. 2Lemma 3.9 Let N be a communication-free net with n places and two markings �1 and�2 such that �1 �x �2 for an x � n. Then for any sequence �1 �! �01 s.t. L(�) 2 � �a� �there is a supersequence �0 of � s.t. L(�0) 2 � �a� �, �2 �0! �02 and �01 �[x=n] �02.Proof Again the only di�erence between � and �0 are the moves of tokens starting inplaces s s.t. �1(s) 6= �2(s). For such places �1(s) � x . By a sequence of � -moves in� a token starting in s is either moved to a place s 0 (possibly doing cycles on the way,and generating spin-o�s) or �nally vanishes (by a transition which has no places in itspostset). As �1(s) � x at least one of the following conditions must be satis�ed:1. There is a path in the net going only through � -transitions that leads from s tosome place s 0 such that in � tokens are moved from s to s 0 s.t. �01(s 0) � [x=n].(Note that it is possible that s = s 0).2. There is a path in the net going only through � -transitions that have only one placein their postset leading from s to a � -transition t with t � = fg. (Tokens on s canvanish by a sequence of � -moves).In �0 �rst imitate all the moves of �. If �01(s) < [x=n] then do the following, dependingon which of the conditions is satis�ed.1. If the �rst condition is satis�ed then track the moves of a token that moves froms to s 0 in �. Imitate these moves in �0 for the all extra tokens on place s in �2until the same number of tokens on s is reached as in �01. The result may be that�02(s 0)� �01(s 0), but still �01(s 0) � [x=n].2. In this case let the extra tokens on s in the marking �2 vanish by sequences of� -moves as described in the second condition, and get �02(s) = �01(s).8



Adding these extra � -moves to � yields a �0 s.t. �0 is a supersequence of �, �2 �0! �02 and�02 �[x=n] �01. 2Remark: Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 do not hold for general Petri nets, not even forPetri nets where all arcs are labeled by 1.The relation Sni=0( �!)i is also denoted by ��n�!. Let�(�; a; l) := 8<: f~� j � ��l�! a! ��l�! ~�g; if a 6= �f~� j � ��2l+1�! ~�g; if a = �Lemma 3.10 Let N be a communication-free net and � a marking of N . Let R be a�nite state system and r 2 R a state of R. Let n be the size of the net N , x the numberof tokens in � and m the number of states in R. There is a function l : IN3 ! IN suchthat � � r ^ r a! r 0 ) 9~� 2 �(�; a; l(n;m; x )) s.t. ~� � r 0Proof From r a! r 0 and � � r it follows that there exists a �0 s.t. � â) �0 and �0 � r 0.Let � be the sequence leading form � to �0. It is possible to construct a subsequence~� that is exactly the same as �, except that it possibly contains fewer cycles. So oneobtains a new marking � ~�! ~� such that ~� �nm2�m �0 (see Def. 3.7).What is the maximal number of cycles in �0 that are needed to reach such a ~� ?Cycles just generate new tokens, and at most nm2�m new tokens need be produced perplace in N . So at most n � nm2�m = nm2�m+1 cycles are needed in �0. In every cycle� n transitions are �red, so � (2n � 1) � nm2�m+1 new tokens are produced. So at mostx + (2n � 1) � nm2�m+1 tokens are in the net for moves without cycles. By Lemma 3.6 atmost (x + (2n � 1) � nm2�m+1) � 2n2�n � 12n � 1non-cyclic moves can be made. This does not necessarily mean that the cycles are done�rst, and the non-cyclic moves afterwards. Moves belonging to cycles and non-cyclicmoves can occur in any order.So altogether at mostl(n;m; x ) := nm2�m+2 + (x + (2n � 1) � nm2�m+1) � 2n2�n � 12n � 1moves need to be made in a ~� to reach a ~� with ~� �nm2�m �0.It remains to prove that ~� � r 0. As � � r and � ~�! ~� there must be a ~r 2 R s.t.~� � ~r . Because of Lemma 3.3 it now su�ces to prove that r 0 �m2�m ~r . So it su�ces toprove that in the bisimulation game player D can defend against any attack for at leastm2�m steps. By Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 Figure 1 shows a strategy for player D . 2De�nition 3.11 Let A be a �nite set of pairs of the form (r ; �), where r is a state ina �nite state system R with m states and � an element of a BPP-algebra of size n. Letl : IN3 ! IN be the function from Lemma 3.10.A set A0 is a weak expansion of A if: 9



Figure 1: Strategy for player D (Defender) to defend for at least m2 �m stepsa ��a�� ��a�� ������a������
r 0 ~r�~��0�

~r1�~�1�01�r 01
�k
�k=nsubseq. !Lemma 3.8 ~r�~��0�r 0

~r1�~�1�01�r 01 a��a������a��a����������
�k
�k=n superseq.Lemma 3.9� For every pair (r ; �) 2 A and every step r a! r 0 there is a step � â) �0 with(r 0; �0) 2 A0.� For every pair (r ; �) 2 A and every step � a! �0 there is a step r â) r 0 with(r 0; �0) 2 A0.� A0 is minimal; no proper subset of A0 satis�es these two properties.A0 is a bounded weak expansion of A if:� For every pair (r ; �) 2 A and every step r a! r 0 there is an �0 2 �(�; a; l(n;m; x ))with (r 0; �0) 2 A0, where x is the size of �.� For every pair (r ; �) 2 A and every step � a! �0 there is an r 0 2 �(r ; a;m�1) with(r 0; �0) 2 A0. Note that unlike in the previous case this is no restriction, because Rhas only m states.� A0 is minimal; no proper subset of A0 satis�es these two properties.The bounded weak expansions of A are denoted by bwexp(A). Note that bwexp(A) is�nite if A is �nite.Lemma 3.12 Let A be a �nite set of pairs of the form (r ; �), where r is a state in a�nite state system and � is a BPP and r � �. Then there is a bounded weak expansionA0 2 bwexp(A) s.t. 8(r 0; �0) 2 A0:r 0 � �0.Proof directly from De�nition 3.11 and Lemma 3.10, because of the one-to-one corre-spondence between BPPs and communication-free nets. 2Theorem 3.13 It is decidable if a BPP X and a �nite state transition system R withinitial state r1 are weakly bisimulation equivalent.Proof The general outline of the proof has some similarities to Hirshfelds proof of thedecidability of strong bisimulation equivalence for BPP [10].There is a BPP algebra A1 := hVar1;�1i s.t. X is the leading variable. Let mbe the number of states in R and m 0 the number of arcs. Construct a BPP algebraA2 := hVar2;�2i for R. Var2 is a set of m new variables Y1; : : : ;Ym s.t. Var1\Var2 = fg.10



Each of these variables Yi represents a state ri in R. For every arc ri a! rj in R thereis a rule Yi a! Yj in �2. Y1 is the leading variable, corresponding to the initial stater1 of R. De�ne a new BPP algebra A3 = hVar3;�3i := hVar1 [ Var2;�1 [�2i with theleading variable X . Let n be the size of the BPP algebra A3.Now construct a modi�ed bounded weak bisimulation tree, which will be �nite. Thenodes in the tree are labeled by �nite sets of pairs of the form (Yi ; �) s.t. Yi 2 Var2 and� is a BPP in A3, i.e. a merge of process variables from Var3. The root node is labeledby the singleton set f(Y1;X )g. The sons of a node are constructed as follows:For every pair (Yi ; �) in the node there is a �nite number of steps, which will becalled questions. Questions can be of two forms:� � a! �0. There are � n di�erent questions of this form. This is because thecommunication-free net corresponding to A3 has at most n transitions.� Yi a! Yj . There are � m 0 di�erent ones.An answer to a question is a step â) in the other component of the pair. An answerYi â) Yj to a question � a! �0 is called correct answer if Yi � � and Yj � �0. Forquestions Yi a! Yj it is analogous.� For questions of the �rst type there are � m possible di�erent answers Yi â) Yj .If there is a correct answer then it must be among them.� For questions of the second type there may be an in�nite number of di�erent an-swers, but Lemma 3.10 yields that if any correct answer exists, then there must bea correct answer � â) �0 s.t. �0 2 �(�; a; l(n;m; x )), where x is the size of �. Soonly regard the �nite number of answers in �(�; a; l(n;m; x )).The sons of a node are labeled by the di�erent bounded weak expansions of the set ofpairs at the node. A bounded weak expansion represents a possible set of answers to allquestions. Lemma 3.10 yields that if a set of correct answers to all questions exists thenit is among the bounded weak expansions. As there are only �nitely many of them thetree is �nitely branching.Now the newly constructed son-nodes are modi�ed by the following procedure: Onecan assume that all ancestor-nodes have already been modi�ed. Let (Yi ; �) be a pair inthe son-node.1. If � is a merge of process variables from Var2 then � represents a �nite state system.It follows that it can be decided if Yi � �.� If Yi � � then remove the pair (Yi ; �) from the son-node.� If Yi 6� � then this branch of the modi�ed bounded weak bisimulation treehas failed and is not developed further.2. Otherwise � contains at least one process variable from Var1. If the pair (Yi ; �)dominates some pair in an ancestor-node, i.e. � = �1�2 and (Yi ; �1) occurs inan ancestor-node, then replace the pair (Yi ; �) by (Yi ;Yi�2). If this pair stilldominates a pair in an ancestor-node then repeat this step. As the ancestor-nodehas already been modi�ed and still contains the pair (Yi ; �1), �1 must contain at11



least one variable from Var1. So the number of variables form Var1 in the secondcomponent decreases with every step. Finally either a pair is reached that does notdominate a pair occurring in an ancestor-node or no variable from Var1 is left inthe second component and case 1 applies.So the constructed tree is �nitely branching and no pair in a node dominates a pair thatoccurs in an ancestor-node. By Dickson's Lemma (3.1) the tree is �nite.A successful branch is one that ends with a leaf that is labeled by the empty set. NowX is weakly bisimulation equivalent to Y1 i� there is a successful branch in the modi�edbounded weak bisimulation tree whose root is labeled with the singleton set f(X ;Y1)g.) If X � Y1 then by Lemma 3.12 there is a path f(X ;Y1)g = A1;A2; : : : in the trees.t. 8i :Ai+1 = mod(Bi+1) ^ Bi+1 2 bwexp(Ai ), where the function mod de-scribes the modi�cations of newly constructed nodes that were described earlierand 8i8(Y ; �) 2 Ai :Y � �. As by Lemma 3.2 the relation � is a congruence forBPP the modi�cations by mod do not change this property. (If Yi � �1�2 andYi � �1 then Yi�2 � �1�2 � Yi .) So by the �niteness of the tree the sequencemust be �nite and end with the empty set. Thus there is a successful branch.( If there is a successful branch, then the smallest congruence containing all the pairsfrom the nodes of the path from the root to the successful leaf is a weak bisimulation.Again this is due to the fact that� is a congruence for BPP and thus Yi � �1^ Yi �Yi�2 ) �1�2 � Yi�2 � Yi . This congruence contains (X ;Y1) and thereforeX � Y1.As the modi�ed weak bisimulation tree is �nite and can be e�ectively constructed it canbe decided if it has a successful branch. 2Remark: The proof of termination of the algorithm relies on Dickson's lemma, so thealgorithm is not primitive recursive.4 Deciding strong bisimulation equivalence for one-to-one labeled communication-free netsOne-to-one labeled Petri nets are nets where the labeling function that assigns actions tothe transitions is injective. This means that every transition is uniquely determined byits label. For one-to-one labeled Petri nets strong bisimulation equivalence coincides withlanguage equivalence. Jan�car [6, 7] showed that for general one-to-one labeled Petri netsthis problem is decidable but has the same complexity as the reachability problem, whichmeans that it is EXPSPACE-hard. For one-to-one labeled communication-free nets thesituation is di�erent. While for these nets the reachability problem is NP-complete ([3]or as a corollary from Theorem 5.6), strong bisimulation equivalence can be decided inquadratic time.De�nition 4.1 Let N be a communication-free net and S the set of places of N . Forevery s 2 S letReach(s) := \fM j M � S ^ s 2 M ^ 8s 0 2 M8t 2 s � :t � � M g12



For a marking � let Reach(�) := [�(s)>0Reach(s)This means that for every place s 0� j= 3(s 0 > 0) , s 0 2 Reach(�)It is clear that Reach(�) can be computed in quadratic time.A place s in a Petri net N with initial marking � is dead if it can never becomemarked, i.e. if � j= 2(s = 0). A transition t is dead if it can never �re. This means thatin a communication-free net a transition is dead i� the one place in its preset is dead.For every place s in a communication-free net N with marking � it follows from Def. 4.1that s is dead , s 62 Reach(�)De�nition 4.2 A place is called useless if it is dead or has no transitions in its postset.A transition is useless if it is dead.Proposition 4.3 All useless places and transitions and the corresponding arcs can beremoved from a communication-free net N with initial marking � in quadratic time.Proposition 4.4 Let N1;N2 be one-to-one labeled communication-free nets and �1;�2their initial markings. Let N 01;N 02 be the nets that result if the useless places and transi-tions are removed. Then(N1;�1) � (N2;�2) , (N 01;�1) � (N 02;�2)De�nition 4.5 Let N1;N2 be two one-to-one labeled communication-free nets withoutuseless places and transitions with initial markings �1;�2. Let S1;S2 be the sets of placesof N1;N2 and T1;T2 the sets of transitions. Let Li : Ti ! Act be the labeling functions.The presets (postsets) of a place or transition x in the net Ni are denoted by prei(x )(posti(x )).A bitrap BT = (M1;M2) � S1 � S2 is de�ned by� 8s 2 M1:fsg is a trap in N1� 8s 2 M2:fsg is a trap in N2� 8s 2 M18t 2 post1(s)9s 0 2 M29t 0 2 post2(s 0): L1(t) = L2(t 0)� 8s 2 M28t 2 post2(s)9s 0 2 M19t 0 2 post1(s 0): L2(t) = L1(t 0)� BT is minimal, i.e. no proper subset of BT satis�es these properties.Proposition 4.6 Let N1;N2 be two one-to-one labeled communication-free nets withoutuseless places and transitions with initial markings �1;�2. The bitraps of this system canbe computed in quadratic time.Proposition 4.7 For every place s 2 Si there is at most one bitrap (M1;M2) s.t. s 2 Mi .13



Lemma 4.8 Let N1;N2 be two one-to-one labeled communication-free nets without use-less places and transitions with initial markings �1;�2. L : T1 [T2 ! Act is the labelingfunction that assigns actions to the transitions in T1 and T2. (N1;�1) � (N2;�2) i� thefollowing conditions hold:A For every place s in Ni ; i = 1; 2 s.t. fsg is not a trap in Ni there is a place s 0 in Njs.t. i 6= j and� �i (s) = �j (s 0)� The subnets of Ni ;Nj generated by the places s; s 0 are equal.B For every place s in Ni ; i = 1; 2 s.t. fsg is a trap in Ni there is a bitrap (M1;M2) s.t.s 2 Mi and� Either{ �1 marks all places in M1 and{ �2 marks all places in M2� Or{ No place in M1;M2 is marked by �1;�2 and{ 8i 2 f1; 2g:8s 0; s 00 2 Mi :prei(s 0) = prei(s 00) and{ L(pre1(M1)) = L(pre2(M2))Proof) A If fsg is not a trap in Ni then there is a transition t 2 posti(s) s.t. s 62 posti(t).There must be a transition t 0 in Nj with L(t) = L(t 0), because there are nodead transitions. Let s 0 be the one place in the preset of t 0. As the netsare one-to-one labeled it follows that s and s 0 must always contain the samenumber of tokens. Therefore �i (s) = �j (s 0). Also the subnets generated bys and s 0 must be equal, because there are no useless places and the nets areone-to-one labeled.B Now fsg is a trap in Ni . Assume that s is not contained in any bitrap BT .Then one of the following conditions must hold:1. L(T1) 6= L(T2). As there are no useless transitions in N1;N2 it followsthat (N1;�1) 6� (N2;�2), a contradiction.2. There are transitions t 2 T1 and t 0 2 T2 s.t. L(t) = L(t 0) and pre1(t) is atrap and pre2(t) is no trap or vice versa. As there are no useless places itfollows that (N1;�1) 6� (N2;�2), a contradiction.So s must be contained in a bitrap (M1;M2). At every state in a bisimulationgame either all places in M1 [ M2 must be marked or all must be empty.If they are all marked at the beginning they will always be marked. Nowconsider the case where no place in M1;M2 is marked by �1;�2. As there areno useless places they can all eventually become marked. So it must be madesure that they all become marked at the same time (i.e. the same step in thebisimulation game). As there are no useless transitions the second and thirdcondition follows. 14



( Assume that a transition t is enabled in (Ni ;�i). If prei(t) is not a trap in Ni thena transition t 0 is enabled in (Nj ;�j ) s.t. L(t) = L(t 0), because of condition A. Ifprei(t) is a trap in Ni then the same holds because of condition B . Firing bothtransitions yields two new systems (Ni ;�0i), (Nj ;�0j ) that still satisfy the conditionsA and B . Therefore (Ni ;�i) � (Nj ;�0j ). 2Theorem 4.9 Let N1;N2 be two one-to-one labeled communication-free nets with initialmarkings �1;�2. It can be decided in quadratic time if (N1;�1) � (N2;�2).Proof First remove the useless places and transitions from both nets. By Proposi-tion 4.3 this takes quadratic time, and by Proposition 4.4 it does not a�ect the result.By Proposition 4.6 computing all bitraps of the system takes quadratic time. As checkingthe conditions A and B can be done in quadratic time as well the result follows fromLemma 4.8. 2Figure 2: (fx ; yg; fx 0; y 0g) is a bitrap.e f e f
a b c d a c b dx y x 0 y 0

5 A model checking problem for communication-free netsModel checking is a very successful technique for verifying temporal properties of con-current systems, which is viewed as being essentially algorithmic. The correspondingstandard algorithms fall into two classes: the iterative algorithms and the tableaux-based algorithms. The iterative algorithms compute all the states of the system whichhave the desired property, and usually yield higher e�ciency in the worst case. Thetableaux-based algorithms are designed to check whether a particular expression has a15



temporal property. This is called local model checking which avoids the investigation offor the veri�cation irrelevant parts of the process being veri�ed. Therefore this methodis applicable for the veri�cation of systems with in�nite state spaces. In local modelchecking the proof system is developed in a goal directed fashion (top down). A propertyholds i� there is a proof tree with a successful leaf which witnesses this truth.The algorithm for the following problem is essentially a tableaux-based algorithmwhich decides the truth of a formula for an in�nite state concurrent system by examiningonly �nitely many states.A weak branching time temporal logic is used to describe properties of a Petri-net N .The syntax of the calculus is as follows:� ::= s � k j s � k j :� j �1 ^ �2 j 3�where s ranges over the places of N and k 2 IN. For convenience disjunction and anotherquanti�er 2 can be added by de�ning 2 := :3:. As a convention assume that for a netof size n every constant k occurring in a subterm of the form s � k=s � k of a formulasatis�es k � O(2n2).Let F be the set of all formulas. Let 
 be the set of all markings of N . The denotationk�k of a formula � is the set of markings of N inductively de�ned by the following rules:ks � kk = f� j �(s) � kgks � kk = f� j �(s) � kgk:�k = 
� k�kk�1 ^ �2k = k�1k \ k�2kk3�k = f� j 9� �! �0:�0 2 k�kgThe property � 2 k�k is also denoted by � j= �. An instance of the model checkingproblem is a net N with a marking � and a formula �. The question is if � j= �.While this problem is undecidable for general Petri nets [2] it is in fact decidable forcommunication-free nets [2]. However, the exact complexity of the problem was unknownso far. It will be shown now that this model checking problem for communication-freenets is PSPACE-complete.De�nition 5.1 Fd � F is de�ned as the set of all formulas with a nesting depth ofquanti�ers 3 of at most d . (It follows that formulas in F0 contain no quanti�ers.)Lemma 5.2 Let N be a communication-free net of size n and �1 and �2 two markingsof N . Let � 2 Fd and k̂ be the maximal k occurring in a subterm of the form s � k=s � kof �. If �1 �(k̂+1)nd �2 then �1 j= � , �2 j= �Proof by induction on d .1. If d = 0 then � doesn't contain any quanti�ers and �1 �(k̂+1) �2. Let k � k̂ .� If �1(s) � k then �2(s) � k as �2 � �1.� If �1(s) � k then �2(s) = �1(s), because k � k̂ , and therefore �2(s) � k .� If �2(s) � k then �1(s) = �2(s) � k , because k � k̂ .16



� If �2(s) � k then �1(s) � k , because �1 � �2.It follows that for all places s �1(s) � k , �2(s) � k and �1(s) � k , �2(s) � kfor any k � k̂ . By induction on the structure of terms the result follows.2. Now d > 0. For any subterm  of � s.t.  2 Fd�1 the induction hypothesis yields�1 j=  , �2 j=  . Now it only remains to prove that �1 j=  , �2 j=  forthe minimal subterms  of � s.t.  2 Fd �Fd�1. These subterms are of the form = 3' for a ' 2 Fd�1.) If �1 j= 3' then there is a sequence � s.t. �1 �! �01 and �01 j= '. By Lemma 3.9there is a supersequence �0 s.t. �2 �0! �02 and �01 �(k̂+1)n(d�1) �02. By inductionhypothesis �02 j= ' and therefore �2 j= 3'.( If �2 j= 3' then there is a sequence � s.t. �2 �! �02 and �02 j= '. By Lemma 3.8there is a subsequence �0 s.t. �1 �0! �01 and �01 �(k̂+1)n(d�1) �02. By inductionhypothesis �01 j= ' and therefore �1 j= 3'. 2Lemma 5.3 Let N be a communication-free net of size n and � a marking of size x .Let � 2 Fd and k̂ be the maximal k occurring in a subterm of the form s � k=s � k of�. Then � j= 3� , 9� ~�! ~�: ~� j= � ^ length(~�) � O((x + k̂)2n2)Proof There must be a sequence � s.t. � �! �0 and �0 j= �. Now let ~� be a subsequenceof �, possibly containing fewer cycles. How many cycles are at most needed in ~� inorder to reach a ~� s.t. ~� �(k̂+1)nd �0 ? At most n � (k̂ + 1)nd = (k̂ + 1)n(d+1) newtokens need to be generated. Therefore at most (k̂ + 1)n(d+1) cycles are needed. So atmost (k̂ + 1)n(d+1) � n � (2n � 1) new tokens are produced in the cycles. So at mostx +(k̂ +1)n(d+2) � (2n �1) tokens are in the net for moves without cycles. By Lemma 3.6at most (x + (k̂ + 1)n(d+2) � (2n � 1)) � 2n2�n � 12n � 1non-cyclic moves can be made. This does not necessarily mean that the cycles are done�rst, and the non-cyclic moves afterwards. Moves belonging to cycles and non-cyclicmoves can occur in any order. So altogether at most(k̂ + 1)n(d+2) + (x + (k̂ + 1)n(d+2) � (2n � 1)) � 2n2�n � 12n � 1transitions need to be �red in ~�. So � ~�! ~�, length(~�) � O((x+k̂ )2n2) and by Lemma 5.2~� j= �. The other direction is trivial. 2The model checking problem for formulas with a nesting depth of quanti�ers boundedby d is complete for the d -th order of the polynomial time hierarchy.17



Lemma 5.4 Let N be a communication-free net, � a marking of N s.t. x := size(�) �O(2n2) and � 2 Fd . The problem � j= 3� can be solved in �pd+1.Proof by induction on d .1. If d = 0 then � doesn't contain any quanti�ers. By Lemma 5.3 it su�ces to lookfor a � ~�! ~� s.t. length(~�) � O((x + k̂ )2n2) and ~� j= �. As k̂ � O(2n2) andx � O(2n2) the Parikh-vector of ~� can be written in polynomial space. Esparza [3]showed that for communication-free nets it is decidable in polynomial time if thereis a �rable sequence of transitions with a given Parikh-vector. (Let P be the Parikh-vector and M the matrix describing the net. There is a �rable sequence � withvector P i� � + M � P � ~0 and every nonempty siphon of the subnet generatedby the transitions occurring in P is marked by �.) Now guess a Parikh-vector andcheck in polynomial time if there is a ~� with this Parikh-vector s.t. � ~�! ~� and~� j= �. It only takes polynomial time to compute the resulting marking ~� and tocheck if ~� j= �. So the problem can be solved in NP = �p1.2. Now d > 0. Again guess a Parikh-vector of polynomial size, check in polynomialtime if there is a �rable sequence ~� with this Parikh-vector s.t. � ~�! ~� and compute~� in polynomial time. As size(�) = x and length(~�) � O((x + k̂ )2n2) one canassume that size(~�) � O(x+2n((x+ k̂)2n2)) = O((x+ k̂ )2n2). As size(�) � O(2n2)and k̂ � O(2n2) it follows that size(~�) � O(2n2). Therefore it is possible to applythe induction hypothesis and check if ~� j= � in polynomial time with the help of a�pd -oracle. Therefore the problem can be solved in NP�pd = �pd+1. 2Lemma 5.5 Let N be a communication-free net, � a marking of N and � 2 Fd . Theproblem � j= 3� is �pd+1-hard.Proof The problem of the bounded quanti�ed boolean formulae (BQBF) can be reducedto this model checking problem. This is best illustrated by an example: For the formula9x18x29x3:(x1^:x2^:x3)_ (x2^x3) the following communication-free net is constructed.x1 �x1 x2 �x2 x3 �x3~x1 ~x2 ~x3 It is easy to see that9x18x29x3:(x1 ^ :x2 ^ :x3) _ (x2 ^ x3) ,3( ~x2 > 0 ^2( ~x3 = 0 _3((x1 > 0 ^ �x2 > 0 ^ �x3 > 0) _ (x2 > 0 ^ x3 > 0)))) 2Note that this hardness result even holds for communication-free nets with a �nite statespace. The lemma remains true if the logic is restricted to statements of the form s > 0instead of s � k=s � k . Esparza [2] proved PSPACE-hardness for a simpler logic andBPPs. 18



Theorem 5.6 Let N be a communication-free net, � a marking of N and � 2 Fd . Theproblem � j= 3� is �pd+1-complete.Proof directly from Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5. 2Corollary 5.7 Let N be a communication-free net, � a marking of N and � 2 F . Theproblem � j= � is PSPACE-complete.This solves an open problem stated in [2] about the computational complexity of thismodel checking problem.While model checking for communication free nets/BPP is decidable for this weakbranching time temporal logic it is undecidable for the more expressive modal �-calculusand several other logics [2]. On the other hand model checking context free processeswith the modal �-calculus has been proved decidable by reduction to the monadic secondorder theory of n successors. However there remains the problem of �nding a tableaumethod.6 ConclusionBasic Parallel Processes are a weak model of computation. It can be argued that anydecent model of concurrent computation should be at least as powerful as BPP. Whatmakes them interesting is that they are a model for in�nite state concurrent systems thatseems to lie just on the \border of decidability". This means that some properties that areundecidable for more powerful notions of concurrency are still decidable for BPP. Theseinclude strong bisimulation equivalence [10], weak bisimulation equivalence to a �nitestate LTS (see section 3) and model checking with the weak branching time temporallogic of section 5. On the other hand BPP are powerful enough to make some propertiesundecidable. Those properties include model checking with the modal �-calculus [2] andlanguage equivalence [12].Some problems for BPP are still open. We conjecture that not only weak bisimulationequivalence between a BPP and a �nite state LTS is decidable (as proved in section 3)but that weak bisimulation equivalence between two BPPs is decidable as well. Anotherproblem is that although some problems about bisimulation equivalence for BPP havebeen proved decidable the algorithms are not primitive recursive. This does not necessar-ily mean that these problems are unsolvable in practice, as there are no hardness resultsyet.References[1] S. Christensen. Decidability and Decomposition in Process Algebras. PhD thesis,Edinburgh University, 1993.[2] Javier Esparza. Decidability of model checking for in�nite-state concurrent systems.Acta Informatica, 1995.[3] Javier Esparza. Petri nets, commutative context-free grammars and basic parallelprocesses. In Horst Reichel, editor, Fundamentals of Computation Theory, number965 in LNCS. Springer Verlag, 1995. 19
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